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Abstract: The historical backdrop of Indian Freedom Struggle would be inadequate without saying the 

commitments of women. The penance made by the women of India will possess the first place. They battled with 

genuine soul and unflinching strength and confronted different torments, misuses and hardships to acquire us 

flexibility. At the point when the greater part of the men opportunity warriors were in jail the women 

approached and assumed responsibility of the battle. The rundown of extraordinary women whose names have 

been remembered for all time for their commitment and undying dedication to the administration of India is a 

long one. History has seen numerous women with uncommon dauntlessness and insight who strolled shoulder to 
bear with men of their times. Alongside the men, the women of Cachar locale likewise reacted to every single 

periods of the opportunity development dispatched by Gandhiji, to be specific, Swadeshi development, the 

Non−Cooperation Movement (1920/21), Civil Disobedience Movement (1930) and the Quit India Movement 

(1942). They took an interest in the development by sorting out parades and picketing’s and undertaking visits 

to the remotest regions to spread the message of the development. They whole−heartedly embraced Gandhiji's 

useful projects like turning and weaving in expansive scale alongside the assignment of evacuation of 

untouchability and promotion of Hindi as a national dialect. In this work, detailed discussions on women’s 

participation in Swadeshi movement of India along with the women of the Cachar district of South Assam are 

also presented. 
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I. Introduction 
Women are the companion of man talented with equivalent mental limits. She has the privilege to take 

an interest in the minutes subtle elements of the exercises of man, and she has the same right of flexibility and 

freedom as he..... By sheer constrain of a horrendous custom, even the most unmindful and useless men have 

been getting a charge out of a predominance over women which they don't merit and should not to have. 

National movement had its effect on all parts of India. The pioneers of the freedom movement and their untiring 

push to prepare the individuals from diverse parts of India who later joined the movement. Patriot development 

additionally had full profound effect on the populace of Assam. Therefore both the valley of Assam to be 

specific Brahmaputra Valley and Surma Valley (Presently Barak Valley) tuned in rising national cognizance of 

India for decent amount in the administration of nation's issue. Dr. D.D. Pattanaik's [1] ―The Swadeshi 

Movement: Culmination of Cultural Nationalism‖ uncovers that every development owes to some ideological 

setting or other, however if there should be an occurrence of the Swadeshi Movement of 1905-07 it is all the 

more so. It constitutes an incredible walk in the records of advanced history to such an extent that it was the 
total impact of an indigenous Indian patriot thought-structure or what may be called, the authentic Indian 

variation of patriotism. Leela Kasturi's [2] ―Women and Indian Nationalism‖ depicts the part of women in 

flexibility as a subject for exploration is of late birthplace in India. It is huge that there are so couple of 

investigations of women‘s part in the freedom movement or of the suggestions social or political-of their pivotal 

section into people in general circles. Vital chips away at the national development basically neglect to inspect 

the importance of women‘s interest in the battles. Examination here so far has gotten deficient consideration in 

histories of India both prior and then afterward 1975 when the need to study women's part in history started to 

be recognized around the world. One scans futile for a satisfactory investigation of women‘s cooperation in 

patriot historiography. Satwinder Kaur [3] ―Role of Women in India's Struggle for Freedom‖ throws light on the 

way that the historical backdrop of Indian Struggle would be inadequate without saying the commitments of 

ladies. The Sacrifice made by the women of India will involve the first place. They battled with genuine soul 

and unafraid mettle and confronted different torments, abuses, and hardships to win us flexibility.  Women‘s 
support in India‘s opportunity battle started as right on time as in 1817.Amitabha Mukherjee‘s [4] ―Women in 

Indian Life and Society" uncovers that amid the pilgrim period, settler misuse and suppression had pushed India 

and its kin to the verge of pulverization. Together with the absence of political opportunity, neediness, lack of 

education and various social shades of malice like untouchability, purdah framework, and kid marriage and the 
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unabated utilization of inebriating substances the total unfavorable effect on society was generous. In the 

circumstances, the position of women at the appearance of the British in India was at its nadir in admiration of 

instruction, wellbeing, monetary capacity, identity, economic wellbeing and political consciousness. In course of 
time however, the situation changed. The freedom struggle galvanized the women of India into an organized 

dynamic force and prepared them to struggle for the cause of the nation and fight against social evils. 

 

II. Role of Mahatma Gandhi in Women's Freedom Movement Participation 
Mahatma Gandhi has played an important role in the participation of women in Freedom Movement in 

India. Gandhi becomes uncompromising in the matter of women's rights. According to him woman is 

companion of man and gifted with equal rights of freedom and liberty and woman is the better half of humanity. 

Gandhi assumed an imperative part in persuading women to take an interest in the opportunity development and 

in governmental issues. Gandhi's thoughts regarding ladies and their part in political life were a takeoff from 
those of the twentieth century reformers. He saw women as a potential constrain in the battle to assemble 

another social & political request. He intentionally endeavored to express the associations in the middle of 

private and open life with a specific end goal to bring women into the opportunity battle. Nonetheless, he 

neglected to grapple with the way that abuse is not an ethical condition but rather a social and chronicled 

experience identifying with creation relations. Then again even while demanding that a women's genuine circle 

of movement was the home, he was instrumental in making conditions which could help women break the 

shackles of family life.  

Amid this time thoughts on women‘s cooperation in the freedom movement developed out of 

ordinarily held social convictions on the way of Indian women as basically benevolent and accordingly 

preferably suited to peaceful challenge. Underscoring these female qualities and their part as moms, particularly 

as moms of the country, enabled women to discover places in people in general enclosure of challenge. Gandhi 
and other patriot pioneers accepted ladies were particularly appropriate to spread a message of peacefulness and 

to endure the hardships of dissent. The accentuation on the fundamental way of the Indian women made another 

spot for ladies in broad daylight life, another self-view, where women could get to be operators of progress out 

in the open spaces. 

 

 
Figure 1 Gandhi during Freedom Movement 

 

Thus the entry of women in the Freedom Movement during the 19th century opened a new phase in the 

annals of Indian Freedom Movement. 
 

III. The Swadeshi Movement 
The word Swadeshi derives from Sanskrit and is a sandhi or conjunction of two Sanskrit words. Swa 

means "self" or "own" and desh means country, so Swadesh would be "own country", and Swadeshi, the 

adjectival form, would mean "of one's own country". 

The Swadeshi development, a piece of the Indian freedom development and the creating Indian 

patriotism, was a financial technique went for expelling the British Empire from force and enhancing monetary 

conditions in India by taking after the standards of swadeshi (independence) which had some achievement. 

Methodologies of the Swadeshi development included boycotting British items and the recovery of household 
items and creation forms. It was most grounded in Bengal and was likewise called vandemataram development.  
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Amid 1900, Bengal had turn into the operational hub for Indian patriotism. Around then it was the 

greatest area of British India and included parts of Bihar and Orissa. To debilitate it, Lord Curzon (1899–1905) 

the Viceroy of India, proposed segment of Bengal. The official reason was expressed as regulatory impediment 
because of the measure of Bengal. Be that as it may, parcel itself was taking into account a religious and 

political plan. Bengal was to be isolated into two areas i.e. East Bengal and Assam out of whatever is left of 

Bengal. In this way to lessen the patriot development in Bengal and along these lines in the whole nation, 

Bengal allotment was to occur on 16 October 1905.  

The Swadeshi Movement had its genesis in the anti-partition development which was begun to 

contradict the British choice to segment Bengal There was no scrutinizing the way that Bengal with a populace 

of78 million (around a quarter of the number of inhabitants in British India) had without a doubt turn out to be 

authoritatively clumsy. Similarly there was no getting away from the way that the genuine rationale or 

apportioning Bengal was political. Indian patriotism was picking up in quality and allotment anticipated that 

would debilitate what was seen as the operational hub of Indian patriotism around then. The endeavor, around 

then in the expressions of Lord Curzon, the Viceroy (1899-1905) was to 'oust Calcutta' from its position as the 
'middle from which the Congress Party is controlled all through Bengal, and in reality which the Congress Party 

focus of effective interest' and 'gap ,the Bengali talking populace.' Risley, the Home Secretary to the 

Government of India, was more limits. He said on 6 December 1904: 'Bengal united, is force, Bengal 

partitioned, will pull a few distinct ways. That is the thing that the Congress pioneers feel: their fears are 

consummately right and they frame one of the considerable benefits of the scheme...in this plan... one of our 

fundamental items is to part up and accordingly debilitate a strong group of adversaries to our rule. Curzon 

responded forcefully to the verging on moment furor that was brought up in Bengal over the allotment 

proposition and kept in touch with the Secretary of State. 'On the off chance that we are sufficiently frail to 

respect their commotion now, we should not have the capacity to dismantle or diminish Bengal once more: and 

you will be establishing and hardening a power effectively impressive and sure to be a wellspring of expanding 

inconvenience later on'. The parcel of the state planned to control Bengali impact by setting Bengalis under two 

administrations as well as by lessening them to a minority in Bengal itself as in the new proposition Bengal 
fitting was to have seventeen million Bengali and thirty-seven million Oriya and Hindi talking individuals! 

Additionally, the parcel was intended to cultivate another sort of division—this time on the premise of religion. 

The arrangement of propping up Muslim communalists as a counter to the Congress and the Freedom 

Movement, which was getting progressively solidified in the last quarter of the nineteenth century was to be 

actualized at the end of the day. Curzon's discourse at Dacca, sold out his endeavor to 'charm the Muslims' to 

bolster allotment. With segment, he contended, Dacca could turn into the capital of the new Muslim greater part 

region (with eighteen million Muslims and twelve million Hindus) 'which would Invest the Mohammedans in 

Eastern Bengal with a solidarity which they have not delighted in since the times of the old Mussulmen 

Viceroys and Kings.' The Muslims would along these lines get a 'superior arrangement' and the eastern areas 

would be liberated of the 'malevolent impact of Calcutta.' And even Lord Minto, Curzon's successor was 

incredulous of the route in which parcel was forced ignoring popular feeling saw that it was great political 
method; Minto contended that 'from a political perspective alone, setting aside the regulatory troubles of the old 

region, I accept allotment to have been exceptionally vital . The Indian patriots obviously saw the outline behind 

the segment and denounced it collectively. The counter segment and Swadeshi Movement had started. In 

December 1903, the parcel proposition turned out to be openly known, prompt and unconstrained dissent took 

after. The quality of this challenge can be gaged from the way that in the initial two months taking after the 

declaration 500 dissent gatherings were held in East Bengal alone, particularly m Dacca, Mymen singh and 

Chittagong. Almost fifty thousand duplicates of leaflets giving a point by point evaluate of the segment 

recommendations were conveyed all over Bengal. Surendranath Banerjee, Krishna Kumar Mitra, 

Prithwishchandra Ray and different pioneers dispatched a capable press battle against the parcel 

recommendations through diaries and daily papers like the Bengalee, Hitabadi and Sanjibani. Tremendous 

challenge gatherings were held in the town hail of Calcutta in March 1904 and January 1905, and various 

petitions (sixty-nine memoranda from the Dacca division alone), some of them marked by upwards of 70,000 
individuals — a huge number keeping n see the level of politicization in those days — were sent to the 

Government of India and the Secretary of State. Indeed, the huge zamindars that had up to this point been 

faithful to the Raj united with the Congress pioneers who were for the most part savvy people and political 

laborers drawn from news-casting, law and other liberal callings. This was the stage, 1903 to mid-1905 when 

moderate methods of petitions, memoranda, discourses, open gatherings and press battles held full influence. 

The goal was to swing to popular feeling in India and England against the segment proposition by setting up a 

nitwit verification argument against them. The trust was that this would yield adequate weight to keep this 

unfairness from happening.  
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The Government of India however stayed unmoved. In spite of the far reaching challenge, voiced 

against the parcel proposition, the choice to segment Bengal was reported on 19 July 1905. It was evident to the 

patriots that their moderate techniques were not living up to expectations and that an alternate sort of 
methodology as required. Inside of days of the administration declaration various unconstrained dissent 

gatherings were held in mofussil towns, for example, Dinajpur, Pabna, Faridpur, Tangail, Jessore, Dacca, 

Birbhum, and Barisal. It was in these gatherings that the vow to blacklist remote merchandise was first taken In 

Calcutta; understudies sorted out various gatherings against segment and for Swadeshi. The formal declaration 

of the Swadeshi Movement was, made on the 7 August 1905, in meeting held at the Calcutta to lobby. The 

development; until now sporadic and unconstrained now had a center and an initiative that was meeting up. At 

the 7 August meeting, the well-known Boycott Resolution was passed. Indeed, even Moderate pioneers like 

Surendranath Banerjee visited the nation asking the blacklist of Manchester fabric and Liverpool salt. On 

September 1, the Government reported that parcel was to be effected on.[6 October' 1905. The next weeks saw 

dissent gatherings being held verging on ordinary all over Bengal; some of these gatherings, similar to the one in 

Barisal, attracted hordes of ten to twelve thousand. That the message of blacklist went home is apparent from 
the way that the estimation of British material sold in a percentage of the mofussil locale fell by five to fifteen 

times between September 1904 and September 1905. The day segment produced results — 16 October 1905 — 

was proclaimed a day of grieving all through Bengal. Individuals fasted and no flames were lit at the cooking 

hearth. In Calcutta a hartal was pronounced. Individuals took out parades and band after band strolled unshod, 

washed in the Ganges in morning and afterward paraded the boulevards singing Bande Mataram which, 

suddenly, turned into the signature tune of the development. Individuals tied rakhis on one another's hands as an 

image of the solidarity of the two parts of Bengal. Later in the day Anandamohan Bose and Surendranath 

Banerjea tended to two tremendous mass gatherings which attracted hordes of 50,000 to 75,000 individuals. 

These were, maybe, the biggest mass gatherings ever to be held under the patriot standard this far. Inside of a 

couple of hours of the gatherings, an aggregate of Rs. 50,000 was raised for the development. It was clear that 

the character of the development in wording both its objectives and social base had started to grow quickly. As 

Abdul Rasul, President of Barisal Conference, April 1906, put it: 'What we couldn't have achieved in 50 or 100 
years, the considerable calamity, the segment of Bengal, has accomplished for us in six months. Its organic 

products have been the colossal Freedom Movement known as the Swadeshi development.'  

The message of Swadeshi and the blacklist of remote merchandise soon spread to whatever is left of 

the nation: Lokamanya Tilak took the development to distinctive parts of India, particularly Poona and Bombay; 

Ajit Singh and Lala Lajpat Rai spread the Swadeshi message in Punjab and different parts of northern India. 

Syed Haidar Raza drove the development in Delhi; Rawalpindi, Kangra, Jammu, Multan and Haridwar saw 

dynamic support in the Swadeshi Movement; Chidambaram Pillai took the development to the Madras 

administration, which was likewise electrifies by Bipin Chandra Pal's broad address visit. The Indian National 

Congress took up the Swadeshi call and the Banaras Session, 1905, directed by G.K. Gokhale, supporter the 

Swadeshi and Boycott Movement for Bengal. The aggressor patriots drove by Tilak, Bipin Chandra Pal, Lajpat 

Rai and Aurobindo Ghosh were, on the other hand, for extending the development to whatever is left of India 
and conveying it past the project of just Swadeshi and blacklist to an undeniable political mass battle The point 

was currently Swaraj and the annulment of allotment had turn into the 'pettiest and tightest of every single 

political item" The Moderates, all around, were not up 'til now willing to go that far. In 1906, be that as it may, 

the Indian National Congress at its Calcutta Session, directed by Dadabhai Naoroji, made a noteworthy stride 

forward. Naoroji in his presidential location proclaimed that the objective of the Indian National Congress was 

'self-government or Swaraj like that of the United Kingdom or the Colonies.' The contrasts between the 

Moderates and the Extremists, particularly in regards to the pace of the development and the procedures of 

battle to be embraced, reached a critical stage in the 1907 Surat session of the Congress where the gathering 

split with genuine outcomes for the Swadeshi Movement.  

In Bengal, in any case, after 1905, the Extremists procured a prevailing impact over the Swadeshi 

Movement. A few new types of assembly and systems of battle now started to develop at the famous level. The 

pattern of "mendicancy," appealing to and commemorations was on the retreat. The activist patriots set forward 
a few crisp thoughts at the hypothetical, propagandistic and automatic plane. Political freedom was to be 

accomplished by changing over the development into a mass development through the augmentation of blacklist 

into a full-scale development of non-participation and uninvolved resistance. The method of expanded blacklist' 

was to incorporate, aside from blacklist of outside products, blacklist of government schools and universities 

courts, titles and taxpayer supported organizations and even the association of strikes. The point was to 'make 

the organization under current conditions unthinkable by a sorted out refusal to do anything which should help 

either the British Commerce in the misuse of the nation or British officialdom in the organization of it. 
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IV. Women of Cachar District in Swadeshi Era 
To At the point when Bengal was parceled on 16 th October 1905 it was guaranteed that the proposed 

regulatory changes would neither hamper job nor influence the benefits of the individuals. Yet, these 

confirmations neglected to awe the individuals everywhere and separated from the tea grower and an area of 

Muslims in Eastern Bengal and the Surma Valley (Barak Valley), Assam reacted excitedly to the call for 

unsettling against the allotment. Dissents gatherings were held at Tezpur, Barpeta, Gauhati, Silchar, Karimganj, 

and Habiganj among others, People of all groups went to these gatherings and in a few spots they led mass 

petitions to God and performed rakhi Bandhan as images solidarity and solidarity among the different groups. In 

many spots the individuals took out huge parades joined by trademarks of vande Mataram and the singing of 

National tunes. The activation of ladies was endeavored through the production of leaflets, open gatherings held 

solely for ladies and new patriot relationship (rather than the tip top affiliations) which developed amid the 

swedeshi period. Mass battles militancy, furnished battle and political disturbances stamp this period. Ladies of 
diverse classes were included in developing numbers in such exercises in distinctive parts of India, in both rustic 

and urban territories.  

Barak valley ladies were not uninformed of the exercises of the ladies of neighboring area like Bengal, 

yet at first they were reluctant. In spite of the fact that the procedure of sorting out ladies in Assam had begun in 

1905, without a wide based stage, the ladies needed to arrange themselves by regional standards under the 

authority of conspicuous women of their region. Along these lines, various ladies of Cachar took part in the 

swadeshi development under the administration of Hironikumari Dutta, Soudamini deb. These ladies pioneers 

went to the adjacent towns and encouraged the inhabitants to join the swadeshi development. They composed 

gatherings at country ranges to instruct ladies about swadeshi and significance of turning and weaving. They 

urged individuals to blacklist outside merchandise and refuse taking opium and other inebriating alcohols. The 

bravery and penance of these couple of ladies of Barak Valley in this way opened the way for the ladies of all 
classes to take part in different social and political exercises. Additionally, amid the first visit to Assam, Gandhi 

embraced the system for tending to ladies in partitioned gatherings to pull in them towards his project. Gandhi 

was a vital figure exciting another progressive energy and soul among Surma (Barak) Valley ladies. It brought 

about an increment of ladies volunteers who devoted themselves to the undertaking of popularizingswadeshi 

development. At Gauhati, Hemanta Kumari Devi, Nalinibala Devi and Guneswari Devi opened a school with 

the end goal of advancing the same. In any case, in Cachar things set aside quite a while for change towards 

their investment in the Swadeshi Movement. The voyage through Bipin Chandra Pal likewise mixed control in 

the social viewpoint of the populace of Barak Valley. The ladies in the Barak Valley couldn't consider going to 

an open meeting in 1906. In the meeting at Malugram no ladies was found to show up before the general 

population meeting. At that point Bipin Chandra Pal had accepted a fanciful name and there mirrored some 

adjustment in the state of mind of ladies when an area of ladies communicated their craving to hear him out. 

Eventually a course of action was made in the place of Mahesh Chandra Datta where the ladies from the up stair 
groups of the town listen to his location however from behind the screen. The meeting was initiated by singing 

the melody "Na jagile sab Bharat lalana ai Bharat ar jage na" by a few ladies yet that from behind the screen that 

ladies can take an interest and ought to take an interest for the welfare of the nation was felt through the 

examination and ladies of a remote spot like Silchar additionally took vow for blacklist of outside merchandise 

and the administration of the nation .They favored coarser and dearer Swadeshi fabrics than the better and less 

expensive Manchester materials. That was monstrous with respect to the ladies of the valley.  

Numerous were not able to turn out into the roads however they contributed in a roundabout way to the 

swadeshi development by loaning good backing. They empowered their male partners in the development and 

took care of homes when they were away and focused on swadeshi development. Albeit at first the quantity of 

ladies who partook specifically in the Swadeshi development was little yet this little gathering led the pack in 

assembling ladies and prepared for bigger investment of ladies in the later periods of flexibility battle. 
 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 2 (a) Symbol used during Swadeshi movement (b) Women's participation in SWADESHI Movement 

 

V. Conclusion 
In this present work an attempt is being made to evaluate and elucidate the role of the women of India 

specially Cachar district of Surma (Barak) valley in the Swadeshi movement of India. Barak Valley's 
commitment to the battle of Independence as one of its provinces was not at all not exactly whatever remains of 

the nation. Alongside the men, the ladies of Cachar locale additionally reacted to every single periods of the 

opportunity development dispatched by Gandhiji. They took part in the development by sorting out parades and 

picketing's and undertaking visits to the remotest zones to spread the message of the development. They whole 

heartedly attempted Gandhiji's helpful projects like turning and weaving in huge scale alongside the undertaking 

of evacuation of untouchability and promotion of Hindi as a national dialect. The battle for opportunity in our 

nation has left a permanent impression that India's regional solidarity and enthusiastic combination in spite of 

assorted qualities of geology and ethnicity would be of enduring worth. The same impression gets reinforced as 

we think once again into the recorded and unrecorded history of our opportunity battle in any piece of the 

nation. The Barak-Surma Valley of Assam is no special case as the brave story of the penance of its known and 

obscure opportunity warriors particularly women get developed before the eyes of impartial onlookers and sharp 
students. We must in all humility salute all those who had sacrificed ‗their today for our tomorrow‖. 
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